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ABSTRACT
The use of trust and reputation models (TRMs) are on the rise due
to the increasing complexities of cryptography. The use of cryptography though potent on traditional networks, cannot be supported by the resource constraint wireless sensor network (WSN).
Trust evaluations have made use of a number of approaches, such
as analytical, bio- and socio-inspired methods, in the design of
TRMs. The use of socio-inspired methods for TRM design is given
less attention though its a simple and effective method. The paper proposes the first sociopsychological TRM simulator (SoTRMSim). The models implemented in SoTRMSim are the consensusaware and privacy-aware sociopsychological TRMs by Rathore
and Nunoo-Mensah respectively. The proposed simulator provides
an objective way of simultaneously evaluating sociopsychological
TRMs.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Most wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed for critical applications but the unattended nature of field nodes make
their security paramount. This is because adversaries can easily
attack these nodes on network. The captured nodes can be reprogrammed to maliciously disturb the normal operations of the network. Security schemes developed for traditional networks cannot be easily transferred to WSNs due to certain restrictions or
constraints that are evident in WSNs alone and not found in traditional networks. Some of the constraints pronounced in WSNs
are the limited processing capabilities, memory or space restrictions, unreliable communication, higher communication latency
and the unattended operation of the networks. As a result of these
constraints, security schemes proposed for WSNs need to be optimised [1].
A survey conducted by [12] presented methods of evaluating or
assessing the trustworthiness of sensor nodes. Their work categorised the trust evaluation methods into analytical, bio- and
socio-inspired approaches. Analytical methods [15, 16, 3, 5, 18]
of evaluating trust is dominantly patronised by many security researchers. Analytical approaches are computationally expensive
and thus new ways of evaluating trust need to be explored. The
use of bio-inspired methods [9, 14, 20, 17] of assessing a node’s
trust have been explored by some researchers. These proposed
bio-inspired models for WSNs provide very flexible and simple approaches for solving complex security problems facing the
network. The issue with such models is predominantly the slow
convergence rate.

A solution to the drawbacks of analytical and bio-inspired TRMs
is the use of socio-inspired trust evaluation models [13, 11].
These models as discussed in [12] provide the pros and cons
of the various trust evaluation methods (i.e., analytical, bio- and
socio-inspired). There are only a handful of works involving
sociopsychological constructs into the modelling of their models. The integration of psychological antecedents and other socio
constructs into the design of trust models for WSNs is given less
attention by researchers in the domain. There are only two sociopsychological models as of the time of writing this paper are
[13] and [11].
The contribution of this paper is to introduce the first open
source Sociopsychological TRM Simulator (SoTRMSim), it is
supposed to aid in the design and simulation of sociopsychological trust models meant for WSNs. This simulator is meant to
increase the zeal and motivation by other researchers in undertaking sociopsychological trust and reputation model designs. It
will provide an avenue to simulate both existing and personally
proposed sociopsychological TRMs in order to facilitate the effective evaluation of these models.
The paper is organised into the following sections. Section 2
summarises related work in the area of simulators for trust modelling and evaluation in WSNs. Section 3 presents the proposed
MATLAB based simulator for simulating sociopsychological
TRMs designed for WSNs. A simulation scenario is outlined in
section 4 for evaluating the currently implemented models in the
simulator (i.e, Rathore et al. [13] and Privacy-aware Sociopsychological TRM [11]). This section also presents some results
from the simulations carried out using the simulation scenario.
Section 5 concludes the work and presents future directions for
the proposed SoTRMSim.

2.

RELATED WORKS

A number of simulators have been proposed for WSNs to help
facilitate the testing and evaluation of new communication protocols. This is in order to check the correctness, robustness or
accuracy of these communication protocols. A survey presented
by [10] sort to discuss as many publicly available simulators they
could find. Their work classified the various simulators available
for WSNs into: emulators and code level simulator, topology
control simulators, environment and wireless medium simulators, network and application level simulators, cross level simulators, NS-2 based simulators, OMNeT++ based simulators, and
Ptolemy II based simulators.
The scope of this paper limits the review carried out to security oriented network and application level simulators. Some existing state-of-the-art security centric network and application
level simulators include Sensor Security Simulator (S3) and
TRMSim-WSN [6].
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network topologies can be iterated over destined ranges. The
simulator also provides a graphical user interface as shown in
Figure 2, where simulation parameters can be set and simulations started. The simulator was developed using the C++ programming language. The data gathered during each simulation
is stored in files which are formatted to facilitate further processing, data visualisation and graph plotting in MATLAB. S3 is
predominantly designed to be used for routing protocol security.
Trust simulations for WSNs have received far less attention, the
only simulator that considers some level of TRM inclusion only
focuses on bio-inspired models and not socio based TRMs. In
order to encourage the design of socio-inspired TRMs by researchers, a sociopsychological simulator is proposed and presented in the next section.
Fig. 1: TRMSim-WSN

TRMSim-WSN is a Java based simulator which was designed
to simulate trust and reputation models for WSNs. The authors
set out to provide an objective means of analysing existing and
future peer-to-peer (P2P) trust models. TRMSim-WSN currently
has the following models implemented: BTRM-WSN [7], EigenTrust [4], PeerTrust [19], PowerTrust [21], LFTM [2], TRIP [8].
The simulator measures the accuracy, path length and energy
consumption of the network. The authors also made provision
for users to simulate their own models by implementing the subclasses: T RM odel W SN , Service and T RM P arameters.
The models that have been implemented are simulated individually for the generated network. This makes comparison with
other models difficult since the models have to be run individually. The results of simulations carried out cannot be exported
thus making it difficult to control data outputs from the simulator.
Figure 1 shows the simulations interface where the network and
sensor properties can be set. The simulation tab interface allows
the user to select the TRM that should be run for that particular
simulation instance over the already deployed network. The parameters tabs allows the user to load custom or predefined model
parameters into the simulator. These parameters are defined in a
text file.

Fig. 2: Sensor Security Simulator (S3) graphical user interface

In S3, simulations are based on pseudo-random number generators with specified seed defined for each experiment. This
process makes all simulation steps fully deterministic. The deterministic characteristic of each simulation can yet be complemented by random operations when required. Batch sequential
execution of several simulations is supported and parameters of

3.

SOTRMSIM

This section presents the proposed Sociopsychological Trust and
Reputation Models Simulator (SoTRMSim) and its operations.
The simulator is MATLAB based and provides an objective
means of computing and evaluating sociopsychological TRMs
for WSNs. The graphical user interface of SoTRMSim showing

Fig. 3: Graphical user interface of SoTRMSim

the network and TRM parameters, network deployment, plotting and plotted data points sections, is illustrated in Figure 3.
The main classes within SoTRMSim are the GU IN etwork
and P ST RM Gui. The GU IN etwork provides the following subroutines: generateNet, highlightComputeNode, getNeighbours, placeMaliciousNodes, generateMaliParam, computeAbility, computeIndirectInfo, averageIndirectValues, computeBenevolence, generateConsistencyParam, computeConsistency, computePstrmTrust, makeTrustPlot, and computeRathoreTrust.
The generateNet subroutine generates the WSN topology based
on pseudo-random X − Y coordinates for the sensor nodes.
The number of nodes on comprising the network, the network
size, and the radio range of deployed sensor nodes are supplied as arguments to the subroutine. The subroutine returns a
WSN based on the parameters supplied as arguments. The highlightComputeNode subroutine receives the identity (ID) of the
compute node i together with its X and Y coordinates and returns a plot of the compute node’s position on the deployed network. The getNeighbours subroutine selects the neighbours of
the compute node’s radio range. The placeMaliciousNodes subroutine pseudo-randomly selects number of nodes that commensurate with the percentage of malicious neighbours supplied to
the subroutine. The battery levels and outage probabilities are
also pseudo-randomly generated using the generateMaliParam
subroutine. The ability of the malicious nodes is computed using computeAbility and the indirect information by friends are
processed using computeIndirectInfo subroutine.
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The indirect information received from friends are averaged with
the averageIndirectValues subroutine and the returned value supplied together with the direct information observed on the trustor
and the benevolence computation using the computeBenevolence
subroutine. The consistency parameters needed to compute the
consistency of malicious nodes are generated using the generateConsistencyParam subroutine. The returned values from
the called generateConsistencyParam subroutine are supplied
to the computeConsistency subroutine in order to calculate the
consistency of each malicious node. The PSTRM and Rathore
models are computed using computePstrmTrust and computeRathoreTrust respectively. The results from all the computations are plotted with the help of the makeTrustPlot subroutine.

4.

TYPICAL SIMULATION SCENARIO

This section showcases the models that have been implemented
in the current version of SoTRMSim. The implemented models
are Rathore et al. [13] and PSTRM [11]. A scenario illustrating the operations of the simulator is simulated. The parameters
utilised in this simulation are defined in table 1. There are 5 network types derived due to 5 different seeds for the random number generator routine in MATLAB.

Fig. 5: Extracted data plot from SoTRMSim

The results in figure 5 show the reputation levels generated for
the various malicious nodes as well as the computed trust values
for both Rathore et al. [13] and PSTRM [11].

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Table 1. : Wireless sensor network deployment parameters
Parameters
Network type
Network range
Number of sensors
Sensor range
Trustor node
% of malicious nodes

Specifications
type 2
100 m x 100 m
100
10 m
N ode 6
80%

The network type used for this particular simulation is type 2.
The created network spans an area defined by the dimensions
100m x 100m. 100 sensor nodes are deployed pseudo-randomly
within the network area. Each sensor node in the area is equipped
with a radio with a range of 10m. N ode6 is selected as the compute node and 80% of the neighbours of N ode 6 are considered
to be malicious. The deployed network utilised in simulating the
implemented models is shown in Figure 4.

The paper proposes SoTRMSim, a simulator for conducting simulations involving sociopsychological WSN TRMs. The simulator currently implements the only two existing sociopsychological TRMs found in literature and also provides an objective way
of assessing the existing proposed sociopsychological models.
The proposed simulator also seeks to encourage and motivate researchers into adopting and advancing the design of TRMs using
sociopsychological antecedents for WSNs.
Since this is the first iteration of the simulator, work is already
under way to increase the modularity and flexibility of the
simulator in subsequent releases. The aim is to expand the
already implemented models by continuously supporting the
simulator and integrating future models. SoTRMSim is free
for download on the Connected Devices (CoDe) Lab website
(https://connecteddeviceslab.org/sotrmsim-sociopsychologicaltrust-and-reputation-models-simulator-for-wireless-sensornetworks/).

6.

Fig. 4: Extracted network deployment from SoTRMSim

Figure 5 shows the simulated results from the simulator. It is
juxtaposing all the implemented models for each comparison and
inference. The data points can be exported and used with any
plotting package such as R software package etc. This ensures
flexibility and allows researchers to use their preferred plotting
software packaging other than MATLAB.
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